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Abstract-- Cloud computing is a revolutionary movement in the 

area of IT industry that provides storage, computing power, 

network and software as an abstraction and as a service, on 

demand over the internet, which enables its clients to access 

these services remotely from anywhere, anytime via any 

terminal equipment. Since cloud has modified the definition of 

data storage from personal computers to the huge data 

centers, security of data has become one of the major concerns 

for the developers of cloud. In this paper a security model is 

proposed, implemented in Cloud Analyst to tighten the level of 

cloud storage security, which provides security based on 

different encryption algorithms with integrity verification 

scheme. We begin with the storage section selection phase 

divided into three different sections Private, Public, and 

Hybrid. Various encryption techniques are implemented in all 

three sections based on the security factors namely 

authentication, confidentiality, security, privacy, non-

repudiation and integrity. Unique token generation 

mechanism implemented in Private section helps ensure the 

authenticity of the user, Hybrid section provides On Demand 

Two Tier security architecture and Public section provides 

faster computation of data encryption and decryption. Overall 

data is wrapped in two folds of encryption and integrity 

verification in all the three sections. The user wants to access 

data, required to enter the user login and password before 

granting permission to the encrypted data stored either in 

Private, Public, or Hybrid section, thereby making it difficult 

for the hacker to gain access of the authorized environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION   
Cloud Computing enables its clients to store their data on 
remote database via internet and make use of various other 
service models provided by it such as Software as a Service, 
Infrastructure as a Service, and Platform as a Service. Clients 
are charged for the services, they are using based on some 
metering mechanism, adopted by the cloud service provider 
[15]. The primary benefit of cloud computing is that the clients 
do not need to disburse for the infrastructure, its deployment, 
the expertise to handle and maintain such infrastructure. As the 
client stores the most important data externally on the cloud 
storage so it becomes the prime duty of service provider to 
guarantee the protection of his/her data from being disclosed to 
any other person and also guarantee the integrity of stored data. 
Security is one of the major problems of cloud computing 
environment [4]. Although the cloud service provider takes 

 
several measures to protect data from intruder, hacker or some 
unauthorized person, still security is an ongoing research topic 

in cloud. There is a great need to implement tight security 

measures so that no intruder and not even the cloud service 

provider can get and make changes in user‟s data. 
 
The proposed security model provides highly secure cloud 
environment by making use of various encryption techniques at 
different levels along with the notification, if anything 
malicious happens to the client‟s data. The model works as a 
strong wall against many security breaches that are affecting 
the performance and functioning of cloud. Encryption is the 
primary security technique used in the model. Encryption 
converts data into cipher form to shield it against any 
unauthorized access and can be decrypted by the authorized 
person only, with a valid decryption key [16]. The data gets 
stored in encrypted form in any of the three sections Private, 
Public, or Hybrid selected by the user according to own 
requirements. In all the three sections different encryption 
algorithms have been deployed. This model provides complete 
security architecture by employing authentication scheme, 
storing data in encrypted form in different sections based on 
security parameters (confidentiality, privacy, integrity, non-
repudiation, and accessibility), generating unique tokens for 
double authentication, using SHA-1 for integrity verification. 
 
The paper is organized as: In Section 2 related work for data 
security summarized. In Section 3 Cloud Storage Security 

Model is proposed. Section 4 provides the security analysis of 
the proposed model. In Section 5 implementation results are 

shown. Section 6 concludes the paper. In section 7 the future 
scope has been described. 
 

II. RELATED WORK   
A lot of research work has been done to maintain the security 
and privacy of cloud storage. Data integrity is another measure 
to take into account to ensure the reliability and truthfulness of 
data. So many techniques and models have been proposed in 
this direction, few of which are as follows: 
 
A. Liming Fang et al., (2013) [1], PEKS model is presented in this 

paper which provides security against chosen cipher text attack, 

chosen keyword attack, and keyword guessing attack.  
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IND-SCF-CKCA (provides protection against inside enemy) 

and IND-KGA (provides protection against outside enemy) the 

two vital security concepts are presented.  
B. Nirmala et al., (2013) [2], a scheme called user 

authenticator is proposed, according to which the data 
owner first divides the data file into equal blocks and then 
performs AES on each block, after that hash code is 
generated for each of the blocks. After performing all these 
steps the encrypted file is stored on cloud and while 
downloading it, user requests the cloud to generate hash 
code for the requested file and then user matches the hash 
code with its hash code in order to verify the integrity of 
data. All this work takes place at user side and cloud is used 
only for generating hash and storing encrypted data.   

C. Eman M. Mohamed et al., (2012) [8], On-demand security 
software is provided to make a selection from eight 
encryption algorithms such as RC4, RC6, MARS, AES, 
DES, 3DES, Two-Fish, and Blowfish. These algorithms are 
evaluated based on NIST statistical testing and implemented 
as Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG). 
Performance of the algorithm is measured by testing the 
encryption speed. Comparison among the eight algorithms 
is done based on P-value and rejection rate.   

D. Sherif El-etriby et al., (2012) [7], a comparison of the eight 
encryption algorithms such as: AES, DES, 3DES, RC4, 
RC6, Two-Fish, and Blow-Fish have been performed, at 
desktop computer and at Amazon EC2 cloud computing 
environment. The algorithms are evaluated according to the 
randomness testing by using NIST statistical testing in 
cloud environment. Pseudo Random Number Generator 
(PRNG) is used to conclude the most appropriate method.   

E. Pradeep Bhosale et al., (2012) [6], In order to provide a 
more secure cloud computing environment, 3D framework 
and digital signature with RSA algorithm is used. According 
to the used 3D structure the client first select the parameters 
among CIA and after that the digital signature is created by 
using MD5 algorithm and after that the data is encrypted by 
making use of the RSA algorithm and finally the ciphered 
data is stored on cloud environment.   

F. G. Jai Arul Jose et al., (2011) [12], A security system is 
proposed which provides authentication, confidentiality, and 
integrity of user‟s data by joining the cloud computing 
framework with cluster load balancing, SSL over AES and 
secure session. Security model is divided into different 
layers.   

G. Qin Liu et al., (2011) [14], R3 the time and attribute based 
re-encryption technique is proposed, using which the cloud 
server can automatically re-encrypt the user data based on 
its internal clock and manages and ensures the access 
control correctness.   

H. Dimitrios Zissis et al., (2010), A Trusted Third Party 
Solution is proposed which provides solutions to maintain 
the integrity, confidentiality, privacy, and authenticity of the  

 
data and communications that takes place over the cloud 

environment. 
 
Cloud computing architecture is partitioned into four layers of 

hardware, infrastructure, platform and application layer and the 
data has to go through all the four layers. Therefore an efficient 
security model must be developed to provide protection at each 

level. The proposed model has been designed by keeping all 
these points in mind which provides protection against various 
security attacks. 
 

III. PROPOSED CLOUD STORAGE SECURITY   
MODEL  

The proposed model provides a complete protection to the data 
stored on cloud storage by enhancing the level of 
authentication, confidentiality, privacy and incorporating the 
scheme of integrity which generates notification to the user in 
case of data integrity violation. Several novel encryption 
techniques and other mechanisms are combined to shield data 
against unauthorized access and security breaches. The model 
works in two phases: the first phase deals with storing data 
securely on cloud storage. Second phase deals with data 
retrieval from cloud by enabling double authentication, 
integrity verification thereby providing data only to the 
legitimate user by passing all the security phases. 
 
A. Phase 1 (Data Storage Phase):   

During this phase, user first needs to login onto cloud to 
authenticate identity. This phase is further divided into sub 
phases (storage section selection and encryption phase, and 
integrity key generation).  

a) Storage Section Selection and Encryption Phase:  
Cloud offers three storage sections namely Private Section 
(Highly secure), Public Section (limited security), and 
Hybrid Section (desirable security) as shown in figure 1. 
The primary benefit of this storage selection scheme is that 
the cloud can offer the different levels of security to the 
users according to their own choice, it will provide totally 
„pay as you choose‟ environment which means there will be 
different cost for the three sections and if user wants a very 
highly secure storage and money is not a problem then he 
can go for „highly secure section‟.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Storage Section Selection 
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As the user selects the appropriate section according to the 

data confidentiality aspect, cloud server converts the user‟s 

data into encrypted form by passing the data through the 

specified encryption technique in that particular section. The 

entire process of three sections is depicted in fig 2, 3, and 4 

respectively. 
 
Private Section:  
As user selects the private section the steps depicted in fig 2 

are applied on data. First of all input file gets encrypted into 
ciphered form with AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

technique. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 2: Private Section 

 
Secondly the 16 digit integrity verification code of 

alphanumeric form is generated by applying SHA-1 (Secure 

Has Algorithm) on encrypted file and the then the integrity 

code is appended at the front of encrypted file. After that, 

SHA-1 is applied again to generate the 16 digit alphanumeric 

unique token for providing double authenticity mechanism at 

downloading time of file „F‟.  
Private Section Data Storage Steps:  
STEP 1: Select file to upload in the Private Section of cloud 

storage. 
STEP 2: Enter the encryption key of 16 digits.  
STEP 3: Encrypt the user file by applying AES algorithm. 

STEP 4: Apply SHA-1 on the encrypted file to create a 16 
digit integrity verification code.  

STEP 5: Append the integrity verification code at the front of 
encrypted file before storing it on cloud storage.  
STEP 6: Apply SHA-1 once again on the file to generate a 

unique token of 16 digits. 
STEP 7: Provide unique token to the user, which is required 

at the time of downloading the file to authenticate user. 

STEP 8: Store file on cloud storage. 
 
Public Section:  
The public section provides limited security. If user wants the 
faster computation, minimum cost of encryption and 

decryption, also if the data is not that much confidential then 
public section is the best choice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3: Public Section 
 
Public Section Data Storage Steps:  
STEP 1: Select file to upload in the Public Section of Cloud 

Storage.  
STEP 2: Enter the encryption key of 16 digits.  
STEP 3: Encrypt user file by applying Blow-Fish algorithm. 

STEP 4: Apply SHA-1 to generate integrity verification code 
of 16 digits.  
STEP 5: Append integrity verification code at the front of 

encrypted file. 
STEP 6: Store the encrypted user file on cloud storage. 
 
Hybrid Section:  
Hybrid Section provides the Two Tier Security Architecture 

based on which user is allowed to select either tier 1 or tier 2 

to store data on cloud. Tier 1 can be selected if the probability 
of hacking is low and also the data does not require highly 

protected environment. Tier 1 offers three encryption 

algorithms to select from SAES (Selective Advanced 

Encryption Standard), Blow- Fish, and IDEA (International 
Data Encryption Algorithm) as shown in fig 4. Tier 2 offers a 

combination of two encryption techniques to encrypt file „F‟. 

Input file first go through Blow- Fish and after that IDEA is 
applied on the encrypted file. This section provides a glimpse 

of Private and Public section by deploying SAES (based on 

AES), Blow- Fish, and IDEA in a combination. 
 
 
So the user can make a choice of storage section selection by 

analyzing the various security aspects of data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4: Hybrid Section (Two Tier Security Architecture) 
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Hybrid Section Data Storage Steps: 

STEP 1: Select file to upload. 
STEP 2: Enter encryption key of 16 digits.  
STEP 3: IF TIER 1 is selected THEN provide options of 
SAES, IDEA and Blow-Fish encryption. 
STEP 4: IF SAES is selected THEN encrypt user file with 

SEAS encryption.  
STEP 5: IF Blow-Fish is selected THEN encrypt user file 

with Blow-Fish encryption.  
STEP 6: IF IDEA is selected THEN encrypt user file with 

IDEA encryption. 
STEP 7: Apply SHA-1 on encrypted file to generate 16 
digits integrity checker code.  
STEP 8: Append integrity checker code at the front of 
encrypted file before storing it on cloud storage.  
STEP 9: Store alphabet „S‟ at the first place of encrypted 
file to recognize the SAES encryption at the time of 
decryption. STEP 10: Store alphabet „B‟ at the first place of 
encrypted file to recognize the Blow-Fish encryption at the 
time of decryption.  
STEP 11: Store alphabet „I‟ at the first place of encrypted 
file to recognize the IDEA encryption at the time of 
decryption.  
STEP 12: IF TIER 2 is selected THEN firstly apply 
Blow Fish and then apply IDEA encryption on user file. 
STEP 13: Repeat steps 7 and 8.  
STEP 14: Store alphabet „C‟ at the first place of 
encrypted File to recognize the TIER 2 (Blow-Fish + 
IDEA) encryption at the time of decryption. 

 
b) Integrity Key Generation Phase:   

After data encryption in the selected section the integrity 
verification key is generated by applying SHA-1 (Secure 
Hash Algorithm) on the ciphered file, which is stored on 
cloud by appending it at front of the encrypted file. This 
works as a checksum of 16 digit alphanumeric form, used to 
check whether the data is modified or not.  

 
 

 
Fig 5: SHA-1 Integrity Key 

 
The verification of data integrity is performed at cloud side 
when user requests the cloud provider to access the stored 

file. If the integrity has been sacrificed then a notification 

message is generated alerting the user about the 

unauthorized tampering of data. 
 
B. Phase 2 (Data Retrieval Phase):   

Now after storing the data successfully on cloud environment, 

the user will retrieve it back from cloud whenever required. 

Therefore the retrieval process should also be carried out with 

equally best schemes and techniques.  

In order to sustain the security of retrieval phase the entire 

procedure implemented in the storage phase is applied in the 

reverse process to offer a secure downloading of data. For 

retrieving stored data user first needs to register with user 
name and password on cloud to authenticate the identity as 

shown in fig 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 6: Data Access Request 

 
After the valid authentication, user prompted to click on the 
„download‟ button. After clicking on it, further user is 
requested to enter the valid password. Then user selects one 
of the sections. If the Private section is selected then the 
user has to enter the valid token which was generated at the 
time of uploading the data in private section. Further the 
entire process of Data Retrieval phase is explained in fig 7. 

As this model uses SHA-1 for integrity verification, the 
cloud server ensures the integrity by comparing the integrity 
code generated during download time with the one 
generated during upload time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 7: Data Retrieval Process 
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The process of data retrieval concludes that this model has 

implemented all the measures and techniques to safeguard data 

from unauthorized access, data leakage, and tampering of data 

etc. 
 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS  
The proposed model provides security and protection against a 
no. of security breaches, data leakage, modification etc. The 
designed model helps ensure the security against following 
issues in an efficient and effective manner. 
 
a) Confidentiality  
Data stored in a ciphered form on cloud storage by 

implementing different encryption techniques, makes it 

confidential from unauthorized users. 
 
b) Security and Privacy  
User required to first login to cloud with a valid username and 

password, ensures the security and privacy. Also the 

mechanism of token implemented in Private Section makes it 

highly secure by enabling double authentication of user. 
 
c) Brute Force Attack  
The encryption schemes are used in such a combination that 

makes it near to impossible for a hacker to apply brute force 

attack. The use of private key of length 16 characters in all the 

three sections makes it impossible for the hacker to know about 

the type of encryption technique used. 
 
d) Data Tampering  
Use of encryption, 16 characters key, token, username, and 

password provides protection against data tampering but still 
the data integrity needs to be verified. Use of SHA-1 ensures 
the data integrity by generating integrity checker code at the 

upload time and comparing it with the code generated at 
download time. If the code matches then the data has not 
tampered with. If code does not match then it signifies that the 

integrity of data has been sacrificed. 
 
e) Loss of user identity and password  
The design of private section provides protection eve if the user 

identity and password has been leaked. The mechanism of 
unique token protects against such type of situation. Since the 

user is required to enter the valid 16 digit unique token of 
alphanumeric form, generated at the time of uploading the file 

by cloud server provides highly secure and protected 
environment. 
 
f) Non- Repudiation  
Non- repudiation provides a proof of the data integrity and it 

guarantees that sender of data cannot deny that he/she has sent 

the same data and same is applicable at the receiver side also. 

 
The use of SHA-1 protect from such issues. Since SHA-1 code 

is irreversible which means one cannot create data from hash, 

so this ensures the integrity of data and provides non-

repudiation scheme. 
 
g) Masquerade Attack  
The proposed model provides protection against masquerade 
attack. Since the user is required to first login with a username 

and password on cloud environment and after that further 
password is required to download data, which can be different 
from the first one. Also the use of token enforces double 

authentication checks. In case if an attacker gets password even 
then that will be of no use because of double authentication 
process. 
 
h)  Enhanced Level of Confusion  
The key size used to encrypt the user data is same for all the 
encryption algorithms used in this research work, which 
enhanced the level of confusion for the attacker to guess the 
encryption technique applied in particular section. Also the 
integrity verification key generated by SHA-1 has been cut 
down to 16 digits instead of 40 digits which will prevent the 
attacker to know whether there is any integrity key is attached 
at the front of encrypted file (as implemented in this work) or 
not, by using this approach it will be near to impossible to get 
user data in its exact form. 
 

V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS   
The proposed security model is implemented on Cloud Analyst, 

tool for simulating and analyzing the huge cloud environments. 

Cloud Analyst is positioned on top of CloudSim. It provides all the 

features of CloudSim along with some extensions. It provides GUI 

that enables the users to configure and run the simulation 

experiments more easily and repeatedly.  
Cloud Analyst also modified during this research work by 
adding one extra tab named „File Configuration‟, to develop 
GUI for user for storing data on cloud as shown in fig 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 7: Proposed GUI with „File Configuration‟ tab 
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The file uploaded by user in hybrid section stored in the 

encrypted manner as showed in figure 11 along with the 

integrity checker code and an alphabet (I, B, S, or C) 

attached at the front of ciphered data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8: Security Evaluation 
 
This graph shows the level of security provided by each 

section. It is clear that the private section is highly secure and 

protected. Also as the level of security increases the response 

time for uploading and downloading data also increases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 9: Encrypted File Stored on Cloud Storage Private Section 
 
The file uploaded by user in private section stored in the 

encrypted manner as shown in figure 4.8 along with the 

integrity checker code attached at the front of ciphered data and 

also the unique token generated is being displayed in the figure. 
 
The file uploaded by user in public section stored in the 

encrypted manner as shown in the figure 10 along with the 

integrity checker code attached at the front of ciphered data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 10: Encrypted File Stored on Cloud Storage Public Section 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11: Encrypted File Stored on Cloud Storage Hybrid Section 

 
Hybrid Section Decryption Algorithm Recognition Steps: 
 
IF alphabet = 

I THEN  
Apply IDEA 

decryption IF alphabet = B 
THEN 

Apply Blow-Fish 
decryption IF alphabet = S 

THEN  
Apply SAES 

decryption IF alphabet = C 
THEN 

Firstly apply IDEA decryption and then 
apply Blow-Fish decryption. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION  

The proposed cloud storage security model provides a highly 
secure cloud environment by introducing the three sections to 
store user data base on the security parameters namely 
authentication, confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-
repudiation, security, and privacy. It restricts unauthorized 
entities to get control of the user‟s data by implementing double 
authentication mechanisms. It also provides protection against 
various security breaches such as brute force attack, 
masquerade attack, data tampering, and cryptanalysis of 
integrity key. It also enables the user to select the encryption 
techniques in hybrid section, according to the various factors 
associated with data such as cost, security etc.
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE  
This model can further be enhanced by introducing the 
encrypted data searching scheme by implementing the 
technique of index building for ciphered data. The 
confidentiality can also be enhanced by introducing the 
different combinations of encryption techniques in all the three 
sections. Also a procedure can be incorporated which classify 
data automatically in three sections based on the factors of 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. 
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